Grand Investment of Tourism Sector Effort to Make Many Villas and Hotels for Expanding Work Opportunities on Budgeting
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Abstract
This research discussed grand investment tourism sector efforts to increase the number of villas and hotels to expand employment opportunities in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali. "affect the economic growth of a region. The main problem is how is the tourism sector's grand investment effort to increase the number of villas and hotels to expand employment opportunities in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali? High levels of unemployment can increase the amount of crime and increase social unrest. If examined further, from an economic standpoint, if many foreign and local investments are realized then job opportunities are wide open for the people in the area and other regions so that people's income rises by itself. The government is trying to create vocational education that aims to produce a quality and superior workforce in all sectors. Investment activities are the use of a sum of money in the hope of obtaining benefits and can plan their financing and implementation as a unit of activity within a certain period of time. Expenditure on investment costs is done once and only produces benefits a few years later.

1 Introduction
Investment is the use of an amount of money in the hope of obtaining benefits and can plan its financing and implementation as a unit of activity within a certain period of time. Expenditure on investment costs is generally done once and only produces benefits a few years later (Kuntijoro, 2011). Investment is needed for the development of the tourism sector and this requires a good information system about the supply of the sector which consists of elements of natural attraction, human creation and also demand, namely demand for tourism such as beautiful natural scenery,
fresh air, light sun and others (Yahya, 2002). Tourism sector development is a process of change that covers all social systems, such as politics, economy, infrastructure, defense, education and technology, institutions, and culture (Alexander (1986) in Yunma 2006).

The population in Bali is uneven so that the density in several cities greatly influences development. With this population density, the competition to find employment is very difficult and lead to unemployment and poverty. Unemployment is a major problem in modern society. If the unemployment rate is high, resources will be wasted and people’s income levels will decline. This situation created an economic downturn which also affected the emotions of the people of Sub-district of Ubud and uncontrolled social unrest. The main factors causing unemployment are people who are in the productive age/working age who are not working. One of the big problems in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali is the problem of unemployment, which is never resolved every year. The unemployment factor can vary in variety, and this should not be ignored by the government. Efforts to overcome unemployment is not merely a government obligation (Wisudawati & Maheswari, 2018).

The entire community of Sub-district of Ubud Bali expected to participate in overcoming this problem. Without the cooperation of the government and the community it is impossible to overcome. Some of the common causes of unemployment in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali are low education. Low education can cause a person difficulty in finding work. Because all companies need a minimum of high school employees even Diploma and Bachelor degree. The solution to overcome unemployment is by opening up foreign and domestic investment especially in the tourism sector because investment in this sector produces more quickly compared to other sectors. Based on the above phenomena, it is interesting to study the findings. In this research the main issues can be formulated as follows:

1) How can Grand investment expand employment opportunities in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali?
2) How is the effort to print human resources with high competence in order to compete in the global era?

Literature review

Investment activities have been widely studied by local and foreign researchers. However, research on the tourism sector's Grand Investment effort to increase the number of Villas and Hotels is interesting to study because it has not been widely appointed as a research study.

Research from Laurensius Arliman (2018), with the title The Role of Investment in Tourism Economic Development Policy in the Province of West Sumatra. Tourism is a national priority in the 2015-2019 RPJM. Gradually from year to year in the 5-year period of the 2015-2019 RPJM, tourism development is prioritized and given its achievement targets. West Sumatra also supports tourism to support economic development. The formulation of the problems in this study are: 1) what is the role of investment in economic development in tourism in West Sumatra? 2) how is government support for economic development in tourism in West Sumatra? Legal research used in this study is normative legal research using the normative juridical approach. The results of this study explain that the role of investment in economic development in tourism is very important, especially to facilitate tourism development in West Sumatra. Government support for economic development in tourism in West Sumatra is marked by the development of tourism infrastructure, the construction of railroads as a mode of transportation and the provision of loans and the ease of granting permits in investing in West Sumatra by BKPM.

Furthermore, research from Syaeful Bakhri (2018), with the title Student Interest in Investing in the Capital Market. Referring to the Indonesian Central Securities Depository (KSEI) data, the number of Indonesian capital market investors as of March 2018 reached 1.21 million single investor identification (SID), up 36 percent from the realization of 2016 of 894,116 SID. A double-digit increase does not make the number of investors considered significant when compared to the total 260 million population of Indonesia. Students as agents of change have a very strategic role in disseminating information about investing in the capital market. This study aims to see the response and measure the interest of students of the Faculty of Sharia and Islamic Economics IAIN Sheikh Nurjati Cirebon in investing in the capital market. Some things that can be seen and affect students' interest in investing are investment benefits, value-added investments, and economic conditions. The sample of this study was 96 students of the Sharia Faculty and Islamic economics of IAIN Sheikh Nurjati Cirebon (Amerta et al., 2018).

The results of this study indicate that there is no relationship between the benefits of investment with the interest in investing in students of IAIN Sheikh Nurjati Cirebon, as evidenced by the value (p = 0.336> 0.05). The analysis also illustrates that there is no relationship between value-added and investment interest in IAIN Sheikh Nurjati students in Cirebon, as evidenced by the value (p = 0.574> 0.05). Variable economic conditions of students with investment interest in IAIN Sheikh Nurjati students in Cirebon apparently also did not have a relationship, evidenced by the results (p = 0.619> 0.05).
Investment for students is a learning process in order to prepare themselves in building economic life both personally and family. Efforts to increase continuous socialization must be carried out because after all the capital market is one of the doors for the learning process of students about economics and investment. From the two studies above, this research differs in terms of the location of the study, the variables used and the results of the discussion.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Data Types and Sources

The data used in this study are:

a) Primary data, i.e. data and information obtained directly from sources/respondents. This data was obtained by conducting interviews with the Staff of the Investment Coordinating Board of the Gianyar Regency of Bali. By using proportional sampling technique with a sample of 4 people from the Investment Coordinating Board of Gianyar Regency and 17 people of tourism workers.

b) Secondary data, i.e. supporting data and information obtained from the Sub-district of Ubud Bali Office.

2.2 Research model specifications

Budiono's Macroeconomic Theory in Gunma (2016). Basically, macroeconomic theory is a theory that discusses all events, phenomena or problems related to the economy as a whole or in a large scope. Macroeconomics is also a part of economics that focuses on the study of the working mechanism of a nation's economy as a whole. The purpose of macroeconomics is to understand and comprehend events or events around the economy and try to make a formula that becomes a solution to improve existing economic policies.

Rosenstein-Rodan and Nurkse's Balanced Growth Theory in Yunma (2006). This theory emphasizes that the economy is likely to develop if there is a good balance between the various sectors in the economy. With balanced growth this means that economic development will not succeed if the investment is limited to a certain "growing point" or sectors that are developing, because other sectors are closely related. Investment must be distributed to all sectors so as to expand the market between one sector and another. The closer interdependence between various sectors, the market will be stronger. To realize this theory, of course, must be supported by a large investment.

2.3 Research Location

The location of this research is in Sub-district of Ubud Bali by observing and mapping community activities in a measurable manner. The observation time as the object of analysis is the condition of 12 (twelve) months from January to December running in 2018. Consideration of the use of 2018 is taken to facilitate the recording of information on respondents, namely, the Investment Coordinating Board Sub-district of Ubud Bali.

2.4 Research Instruments

The instrument used in this research is descriptive research through literature surveys and field surveys and in-depth interviews. Interviews conducted are open-ended questions and closed-ended questions.

2.5 Method of Data Analysis

The analytical method used in this study includes several methods in accordance with the objectives of the study are as follows:

Macro Budiono's Economic Theory in Gunma (2016). Basically, macroeconomic theory is a theory that discusses all events, phenomena or problems related to the economy as a whole or in a large scope. Macroeconomics is also a part of economics that focuses on the study of the working mechanism of a nation's economy as a whole. The purpose of macroeconomics is to understand and comprehend events or events around the economy and try to make a formula that becomes a solution to improve existing economic policies. The government has published five economic policy packages throughout 2016, namely policy packages IX through XIV. Include policies in the industrial sector,
investment, increasing people's purchasing power, logistics, increasing exports, and national tourism. In fact, the policy is expected to reduce various obstacles to economic activity, both consumption, investment, production, and international trade. So that the domestic economy can grow better.

Indonesia’s Center for Reform on Economics (CORE) economist explained that not all of the packages could be assessed for impact in a short time. Bearing in mind some of these policies are related to improving the business climate that has time lags for business actors. Moreover, the weak domestic and global demand has made the policy impact on domestic economic activities not significant. Some of the policy packages are not expected to have an effective impact, both in terms of technical implementation and in terms of the substance of the policy. Socialization to related parties is still low. While the implementation of policies by related ministries or institutions is also slow and the progress of the policy packages is difficult to evaluate because they do not have measurable time targets (Brata & Pemayun, 2018).

In terms of the substance of policies, some policies are still partial and have not yet touched the substance of the problem to be solved. Policy package X which revised Presidential Regulation No. 39 of 2014 concerning the Negative Investment List with the aim of protecting entrepreneurs and providing certainty of restrictions on foreign share ownership.

**Rosenstein-Rodan and Nurksæ's Balanced Growth Theory in Yunma (2006).** This theory emphasizes that the economy is likely to develop if there is a good balance between the various sectors in the economy. With balanced growth, this means that economic development will not succeed if investment is limited to a certain "growing point" or sectors that are developing, because other sectors are closely related. Investment must be distributed to all sectors so as to expand the market between one sector and another. The closer interdependence between various sectors, the market will be stronger. To realize this theory, of course, must be supported by a large investment (Arcana & Wiweka, 2016).

The essence of the Rosenstein-Rodan formula is to overcome obstacles to economic development in developing countries and to push the economy toward progress requires a "massive push" or a comprehensive program that refers to a certain minimum investment amount. In emphasizing his arguments, Rosenstein-Rodan uses an analogy: "there are a minimum number of resources that must be provided if a development program is expected to succeed. Spurring an economy towards self-sufficiency seems a little like an airplane that will take off, there is a critical point of speed that must be passed before the aircraft can fly".

### 3 Results and Discussions

**Budiono's Macroeconomic Theory in Gunma (2016).** Implementing Macroeconomic policies coordinated by Bank Indonesia saw signs of economic improvement based on achieving the second quarter of 2016 growth that exceeded expectations. However, there are still a number of uncertainty factors in the global economy so that the Central Bank is hesitant to decide on easing monetary policy. Deputy Governor of Bank Indonesia Perry Warjiyo said Bank Indonesia must examine the risks and conditions of the financial markets to determine the direction of monetary policy going forward. Because, although economic growth in the country shows signs of strengthening, there is still a risk of the global economy. So the latest risk assessment and financial market outlook (Suniastha Amerta, 2017).

Bank Indonesia is still looking for the right time to relax its policies by taking into account two factors of the global economy. Is monetary easing in June to July the right time compared to November and December? First, financial market conditions face the risk of rising interest rates in the United States (US), namely the Fed Rate. Since the beginning of this year the US Central Bank has indicated it will again raise interest rates. But, until now the policy has not been implemented because the economic conditions have not improved. Second, the belief that economic growth has fundamentally improved. The consideration, there is still a risk of the impact of the exit of the UK from the European Union (Britain's Exit / Brexit) on the world economy and Indonesia as well as the Sub-district of Ubud Bali in particular. In addition, commodity prices are expected to remain under pressure from policy changes made by the Chinese government.

This causes exports to remain depressed until the end of the year because China is one of Indonesia's main trading partners. These two risk factors are the reasons Bank Indonesia does not intend to raise its projections of economic growth this year was 5.1 percent. Although the realization of economic growth in the second quarter of 2016 was above previous expectations, which amounted to 5.18 percent and overall in the first semester of 2016 grew 5.04 percent. There are still some uncertainties in the third and fourth quarters. Bank Indonesia is still reviewing the impact of the planned budget cuts of IDR. 133.8 trillion on the economy. The central bank estimates that the impact of the policy is not too large as long as the government does not cut productive spending, such as for infrastructure projects. Moreover,
so far the absorption of government spending has always been below the target. If the budget cuts are followed by an increase in budget absorption, it will still be able to encourage economic growth. If the absorption (budget) reaches 90 to 95 percent, the effect is not much (on economic growth). Basically the economic development of a country aims to achieve the prosperity of the people of Ubud Bali Village through high economic growth and equitable distribution of income by creating employment-wide breadth. If related to investment, the more investment will require a lot of manpower, so it is very appropriate that if the investment is greater, a country's economy will grow and develop. Investment is a component of a large enough expenditure and is not easily used up, so large changes in investment will greatly affect demand (Pemayun & Suderana, 2019).

Investment encourages capital accumulation, the addition of building stock and other equipment, will increase a nation's potential output and stimulate long-term economic growth. Job opportunities are closely related to the ability of companies to accommodate or absorb human resources in relation to the production process. If there are no people who can become entrepreneurs, the unemployed will increase in number. Developed and developing countries really expect Full Employment (full employment opportunity) is a situation that occurs in an economy characterized by all people who are able and willing to work, both employed and have the opportunity to work.

Full employment is indicated by the number of workers in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali or equal employment opportunities or can also exceed the number of available jobs or employment opportunities equal to or exceeding the number of people in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali looking for work. To increase domestic capital, the Indonesian government seeks foreign debt assistance, which is not bad, if it is natural. But if the amount is not fair, of course it will affect the stability of the national economy. This is related to risks that can occur if the government does not anticipate it. Foreign debt assistance will actually slow growth which is closely related to the substitution of foreign investment and savings, as well as the growing deficit of the country's balance of payments. Bearing in mind that Indonesia is still a developing country (Geria et al., 2018).

Rosenstein-Rodan and Nurkse’s Balanced Growth Theory in Yunma (2006). Balanced development is a development that is carried out evenly for each region, in Gianyar, especially in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali so that each region gets equitable development for each population. Every population receives prosperity in the industrial sector and the agricultural sector. The need for balanced development is to ensure that the development does not face obstacles in obtaining facilities involving materials or goods for the implementation of development. According to Rosenstein-Roben's view, it is stated that balanced development is to create various types of industries which have an attachment to other developments so that each industry will obtain an external economy as a result of industrialization. While Nurkse's opinion is not much different from Rosenstein-Roben's opinion, Nurkse argues the need for balanced development, that is, development is carried out not only to benefit from the sale of goods or infrastructure but also to obtain markets for goods produced by various industries to be developed.

In their view that balanced development only emphasizes the demand side. This theory emphasizes that the economy is likely to develop if there is a good balance between various sectors in the economy. With balanced growth, this means that economic development will not succeed if the investment is limited to a specific growth point or developing sectors, because other sectors are closely related. Investment must be distributed to all sectors so as to expand the market between one sector and another. The closer interdependence between various sectors, the market will be stronger. To realize this theory, of course, must be supported by a large investment.

The balance of development in various sectors in the Ubud Bali Village such as the tourism industry sector with the agricultural sector, between the consumer goods industry and the capital goods industry, between the foreign sector and the domestic sector, and between the productive sector and the sector and infrastructure sector. In the end, this balanced development requires simultaneous and harmonious development in various economic sectors so that the whole sector will grow together. Therefore, a balance is needed between the demand side and the supply side.

The supply-side emphasizes the simultaneous development of all interrelated sectors and serves to increase the supply of goods. This supply-side includes the simultaneous and harmonious development of semi-finished goods, raw materials, energy resources, agriculture, irrigation, transportation. On the supply side it relates to providing greater employment opportunities for the people of Sub-district of Ubud Bali and increasing income so that demand for goods and services grows. This site relates to industries which are complementary in nature.

Besides this balanced development goals are carried out with a view to maintaining that the development process does not face obstacles such as (1) Obtaining raw materials, experts, energy resources, and facilities to transport production products to the market. (2) Acquiring markets for goods that have been and will be produced. If this way of working step by step will not encourage the economy to succeed in moving smoothly through the development trajectory. Therefore, a certain minimum investment level is an initial solution to get a good start. Thus Rosenstein-
Rodan, requires absolute minimum and economic externalities, namely: Minimum absolute conditions in the production function, minimum absolute requirements on-demand and minimal absolute requirements on savings inventories. Stated by Rosenstein-Rodan, the existence of large-scale industrial development is considered to be able to create three types of economic externalities, namely first, Externalities caused by market expansion. Second, Externalities are created because industrial locations are close to one another. Third, the externalities created by the presence of other industries in the economy.

Based on the description above, it can be concluded that balanced development aims to equalize the existing development in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali for the welfare of the community. With balanced growth, this means that economic development will not succeed if investment is limited to a specific growth point or developing sectors, because other sectors are closely related. Investment must be distributed to all sectors so as to expand the market between one sector and another.

Findings

First, investment encourages capital accumulation, the addition of building stock and other equipment, will increase a nation's potential output and stimulate long-term economic growth.

Second, with balanced growth that economic development will not succeed if the investment is limited to a certain growth point or growing sectors, because other sectors are closely related. Investment must be distributed to all sectors so as to expand the market between one sector and another.

4 Conclusion

Based on the discussion above, several conclusions can be made including:

First, the macroeconomic situation of Bali and the Sub-district of Ubud Bali in particular by seeing signs of economic improvement based on achieving the second quarter of 2016 growth that exceeded expectations. The more investment will require a lot of manpower so that it is appropriate that the greater the investment, the economy of a country will grow and develop. Investment is a component of a large enough expenditure and is not easily used up, so large changes in investment will greatly affect demand. Investment encourages capital accumulation, the addition of building stock and other equipment, will increase a nation's potential output and stimulate long-term economic growth. Employment opportunities are closely related to the ability of companies to accommodate or absorb human resources in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali in relation to the production process.

Second, the balance of development in various sectors in the Sub-district of Ubud Bali such as the tourism industry sector with the agricultural sector, between the consumer goods industry and the capital goods industry, between the foreign sector and the domestic sector, and between the productive sector and the sector and the infrastructure sector. In the end, this balanced development requires simultaneous and harmonious development in various economic sectors so that the whole sector will grow together. Therefore, a balance is needed between the demand side and the supply side. The supply-side emphasizes the simultaneous development of all interrelated sectors and serves to increase the supply of goods. This supply-side includes the simultaneous and harmonious development of semi-finished goods, raw materials, energy resources, agriculture, irrigation, transportation. On the supply side it relates to providing greater employment opportunities for the people of Sub-district of Ubud Bali and increasing income so that demand for goods and services grows. This site relates to industries which are complementary in nature.
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